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GREEN
EBSCO Publishing Doing Its Part to be

Environmentally-Conscious Business Practices of a Growing Company
EBSCO Publishing has forged a strong directive to maximize the company’s level of
environmental responsibility. The company has made a number of key infrastructure and policy
changes to this effect and also encourages individual (employee) responsibility through ongoing
company-sponsored events and guest speaker programs.

Present Initiatives:
Solar Energy: Installation of two 192-panel, 36 kW photovoltaic solar panel systems on the roofs of the company’s
two largest buildings, which are expected to offset 20%
to 25% of each building’s energy needs. Also installed a
solar-based hot water system for the company café.
EBSCOhost Data Center: Use of energy efficient servers in a
building that employs smart building technologies, which
is expected to reduce energy usage by 20%
Converting fleet of company-owned cars (US & Canada)
to hybrid vehicles
Electric Vehicle Charging Stations
Individual recycling bins provided to all employees
GreenFILE™ Database: Created a free database of pertinent
information to help people learn more about the impact
humans have on the environment—GreenFILE is available to
the public on the Web at www.greeninfoonline.com
Recycling all cardboard, mixed paper (magazines, newspapers, etc.), plastic bottles, and cans
Lunchtime talks/seminars featuring guest speakers from
Mass Audubon, Essex County Greenbelt Association (local
conservation land trust), and Paul Tukey (HGTV host) from
SafeLawns.org

Light bulbs have been changed from incandescent to highefficiency fluorescents, and most areas have been equipped
with either timers or motion/sound sensors that shut off the
lights when not occupied. In addition, the company has installed LED lighting in its main lobby and may expand the use
of LED lighting throughout its buildings.
Recycled paper used in most of our printers and copiers
Encouraging use of public transportation by employees
through cost reimbursement program
“Vending Misers” on vending machines and coolers around
campus control the flow of electricity and help to reduce
energy consumption by up to 50%
All paper products used in bathrooms and kitchenettes made
of 100% recycled paper
Employee Awareness: Copies of “An Inconvenient Truth”
given to employees, tree saplings provided to employees for
planting, and EBSCO water bottles and travel mugs given to
employees to cut down on paper and Styrofoam waste
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While some “green” initiatives have the dual benefit
of reducing costs along with energy consumption/
waste (e.g., fluorescent light bulbs, more efficient
HVAC systems), other more expensive initiatives
have long-term environmental benefits that simply
can not be measured in monetary terms. In the spirit
of environmental stewardship, EBSCO Publishing
believes in pursuing both types of initiatives, as we
consider these initiatives to be investments in the
future of our company and our planet.

We have experienced great success with the green
initiatives that we have undertaken over the past few
years, and EBSCO Publishing’s goal is to continue to
grow as a company while simultaneously making a
positive impact on the environment. In today’s business climate, many feel that successful growth and
environmental stewardship are often mutually exclusive concepts. However, here at EBSCO Publishing
we believe the opposite to be true. In order to truly
achieve long term success, a company must proactively take care of the land and resources that have
helped to sustain the organization through its many
years of development.

Accolades and Accomplishments
• Winner – 2008 Environmental Merit Award from
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
• Chosen as the Knowledge to Go Green Champion
Exhibitor at the 2009 Special Library Association
Conference for demonstrating the importance
of weaving green practices through all
corporate strategies
• EBSCO Publishing’s solar panel initiative
profiled on WCVB, Channel 5 news –
Boston’s ABC affiliate station
• Feature story on EBSCO Publishing’s green
contributions in leading monthly newsletter,
Business and the Environment
• Finalist for an American Business Award for “Best
Corporate Environmental Responsibility Program”
•Contributed article, “The Greening of a Business”,
to the UK magazine FUMSI, encouraging other
businesses to Go Green
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